Introduction

In this common adjectives interactive worksheet, students change anagrams into adjectives and then use each adjective in an example sentence.

Procedure

Tell the students that they are going to change anagrams into common adjectives of opinion, size, shape, age or colour.

The students then rearrange the letters to make adjectives and write their answers in the 'Adjective' column on the worksheet.

Afterwards, go through the answers and review the meaning of each adjective.

Answer Key

1. small 10. soft 19. white
2. different 11. young 20. pretty
3. straight 12. curly 21. strange
4. black 13. short 22. boring
5. hard 14. low 23. uncomfortable
6. tiny 15. beautiful 24. old
7. important 16. long 25. interesting
8. big 17. blue 26. tall
9. clear

Next, ask the students to write an example sentence for each adjective.

Students write their sentences on the worksheet next to each adjective.

When the students have finished writing, review their sentences and provide feedback.